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Application Background 

RT1052

RGB

SN65LVDS93A

RGB to LVDS 

Bridge

LCD

1024*600 16BIT

LVDS

Note: 

1. The LCD request LVDS clock speed is 

higher than 40.8MHz. RGB and LVDS need to 

use the same clock source.

2. The optimization is suitable for using RGB 

LCD too and the RGB LCD is connected to 

RT10xx directly by LCDIF.
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RT10xx Configuration 

1. Reduce the core and other master access SDRAM, especially frequently used variables

2. Improve LCD controller and PXP priority, the below example code set them to highest priority.  

*(uint32_t *)(0x41000000 + 0x44000 + 0x100) = 15;

*(uint32_t *)(0x41000000 + 0x44000 + 0x104) = 15;

3. Change the LCD controller burst length and the outstanding capability in the LCDIF_CTRL2 register.

Recommended to set APP_ELCDIF->CTRL2 = 0x00700000; if the performance is not enough, try to set to 0x00900000.

4. Don’t set the LCD controller clock speed is higher than expected refresh rate. The clock speed should be 
close to expected refresh rate.

5. Configure the SDRAM clock speed to maximum frequency
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Emwin Configuration 

1. If the LCD bit width is 16 bits, please follow below setting

#define LCD_BITS_PER_PIXEL 16

Use 16 bits pixel image, do not use 8/24/32 bits

2. If the LCD bit width is 24/32 bits, please #define LCD_BITS_PER_PIXEL 32

#define LCD_BITS_PER_PIXEL 32

Use 32 bits pixel image, do not use 8/16/24 bits

3. Based on this usage application, the RGB clock speed need to be higher than 40.8MHz. The refresh rate is 

higher than 60 frames. You can refer to below setting to reduce SDRAM access loading. 
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